The Solitary Wave Collision Problem in Granular Alignments\textsuperscript{1}

EDGAR AVALOS, SUNY-Buffalo, SURAJIT SEN, SUNY-Buffalo, JAN PFANNES, Univ of Wuerzburg, T.R. KRISHNA MOHAN, SUNY-Buffalo — Any impulse travels as a solitary wave in an alignment of spherical elastic grains where the system grains are barely in contact. These solitary waves are about 7 grain diameters wide. Their speeds depend upon the maximum displacement amplitudes associated with these waves. We focus on the dynamical problem associated with the collision of two identical and opposite propagating solitary waves. Interface and grain center collisions reveal markedly different dynamics. Solitary wave collisions lead to the destruction of the original waves and the subsequent creation of new smaller waves along with “baby” or secondary solitary waves. In the absence of dissipation, these granular systems point towards the existence of a generalized equilibrium phase that involves Maxwellian distribution of velocities with no dependence on initial conditions but one that violates the equipartition theorem.
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